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In this paper we consider the problem of scheduling n independent jobs on m identical machines 
in order to minimize the makespan, the total finishing time. The jobs are avaifable at time zero, 
but some machines may not be available at time zero. This problem is a generalization of the 
classical multiprocessor scheduling problem, where all machines are available simultaneously at 
time zero. We first show that the makespan obtained by applying the longest processing time 
(LPT) algorithm to our generalized problem is always within (fr - 1/2m)M* and the bound is 
tight. We then provide a modified LPT (MLPT) algorithm and show that the makespan obtained 
by MLPT is bounded by +M*. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider the problem of scheduling n independent jobs on m 
identical machines in order to minimize the makespan, the total finishing time. The 
jobs are all available at time zero, but some machines may not be available at time 
zero. This problem is a generalization of the classical multiprocessor scheduling 
problem, where all machines are available simultaneously at time zero. This gen- 
eralized problem arises in many circumstances. The case when jobs arrive in batches 
on a periodic basis and we wish to begin scheduling each batch before the 
completion of the previous batch is an example. Although the classical 
multiprocessor scheduling problem has been extensively studied in the scheduling 
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literature (see for example, [l-4,6-10]), to the author’s knowledge, this generalized 
problem has not previously been treated. 
It is well known that the classical multiprocessor scheduling problem is NP-hard 
[5,6]. Since our problem is even harder, the existence of an efficient algorithm to 
find the optimal solution to our problem is extremely doubtful. In such a case the 
use of heuristics is justified. 
Several heuristic methods have been provided for solving the classical multi- 
processor scheduling problem. A natural approach to the problem is the list schedul- 
ing: given an arbitrary list of the jobs, assign the job on the list to the processor 
with minimum assigned load. Graham [7] has shown that this algorithm will yield 
a makespan of at most (2 - I/m)M*, where M* is the optimal makespan. Graham 
[8] also considered the longest processing time algorithm (LPT), which sorts first 
the data in nonincreasing order list and then applies the list scheduling algorithm. 
Graham IS] has shown that the LPT algorithm will always find a schedule within 
(+ - 1/3m)M*. In 1978, Coffman, Garey and Johnson [1] provide a rather dif- 
ferent algorithm called MULTIFIT, which utilizes a bin-packing method in conjunc- 
tion with a bisection search over bin capacity to try to find the minimum capacity 
such that all n jobs will fit into the m bins. The makespan obtained by MULTIFIT 
is always within (1.20- (f)$V* (Friesen [4]), where k is the number of iterations 
in bisection search. Recently Hochbaum and Shmoys [9] provide a polynomial ap- 
proximation scheme (i.e., a (1 +&)-approximation algorithm for any E>O) for this 
problem. 
Although MULTIFIT provides a better error bound, in many cases LPT stil1 can 
yield better results. Motivated by this fact, Lee and Massey [lo] recently provide a 
COMBINE aigorithm which uses the result of LPT as the incumbent and then apply 
MULTIFIT with fewer iterations. The performance of COMBINE is better than 
that of LPT because it uses LPT as an incumbent. The error bound of COMBINE 
is never worse than that of MULTIFIT. For example, the error bound of im- 
plementing COMBINE to the two-processor problem is $ compared to the error 
bound of f in MULTIFIT. 
In this paper, we first study the worst-case performance of applying LPT to our 
generalized problem. We show that the makespan of applying LPT to our problem 
is always within (+ - 1/2m)M*. We also show that this is a tight bound. We then 
present a modified algorithm (call it modified LPT (MLPT)) which provides a 
makespan bounded by +h4* for the general m-machines problem. 
2. LIT algorithm 
Let .Q denote the jth job and Pi denote the processing time required by job 4, 
wherej=l,..., n. Let mi denote the ith machine and let ai denote the earliest time 
that machine mi can start to process the jobs in (Jr, . . . . .Jnt, where i= 1, . . . . m. 
Without loss of generality, assume that the machines are indexed by nondecreasing 
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ready times, that is a;<~~+, for i=l, . . . . m - 1. We also assume that all the jobs are 
ready at time zero. Our purpose is to assign jobs Jj (j = 1, . . . , n) to multiprocessor 
such that the total finishing time is minimized. 
We first apply the LPT algorithm to our problem. The LPT algorithm can be de- 
scribed as follows: 
Step 1. Sort all the jobs in nonincreasing order, that is, pl Zpi+ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n - 1. 
Step 2. Whenever a machine becomes available, the job with the lowest index 
among unassigned jobs is assigned to that machine. 
As mentioned above, the makespan of applying LPT to the classical multi- 
processor scheduling problem is bounded by (4 - 1/3m)M*. It is interesting to see 
in the following theorem that the makespan of applying LPT to our generalized 
problem is within (+ - 1/2m)M*. Example 2.2 below also shows that this bound is 
tight. 
Theorem 2.1. Let M denote the makespan obtained by applying LPT to our 
generalized problem, and let M* denote the makespan obtained by the optimal 
schedule. Then MI (+ - 1/2m)M *. 
Remarks. (i) LPT requires O(n log n) steps to sort the jobs by processing time 
and assigning the jobs requires O(n log m) steps [l]. Thus the algorithm requires 
O(n log n) + O(n log m) steps to implement. If n> m, the time required to imple- 
ment this algorithm is dominated by the initial sorting time. 
(ii) The following proof is closely related to the proof that Graham [7] uses to 
show that listing scheduling achieves a worst-case error of 2 - l/m. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Schedule the jobs by LPT. Let r be the index of the last job 
assigned to the machine on which the makespan M occurs. We will show that if 
pr<fM* then the given error bound cannot be exceeded and if p,>+M* then the 
schedule obtained by LPT will yield the optimal makespan. 
Note that mM*? (C a, + C p,), hence h/l*? (C a, + C pj)/m, the makespan achieved 
if all machines were loaded exactly equally. Let s, denote the starting time of job r. 
Job r is assigned to the earliest available machine, and no machines are idle before 
the start of job r. Thus we have 
5 (mM*-p,)/m 
= M*-p,/m. (1) 
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Suppose that p,.lfM*. Then we have 
M=.s,+p,l M*-p,/m+pr by equation (1) 
sM*+(l--l/m)p, 
5 M*+ (1 - l/m)(iM*) 
= (4 - 1/2m)M*. 
Hence the given bounds cannot be violated. 
Now suppose that pr>fM*. This would imply that in the optimal solution no 
machine receives more than one job whose index is less than or equal to r; else the 
optimal makespan M* would be violated. There are only m machines, hence rsrn, 
Since p,> +M* there must also be at least r machines whose ai are less than tM*, 
else the makespan M* would be violated in the optimal solution. Recall that a,5 
ai+ 1 for all i. Wence ai5 jM* for all ir r. 
Since we have r jobs with processing time greater than +M*, and ai5$M* for 
i I r, LPT will assign job Jr: to machine mj, i = 1, . . . , r. By its definition, pr must be 
assigned alone on machine r, and the makespan M= a, t-g+, where a, < i&f*. 
In order to prove that M=M*, consider any other schedule, call it schedule S’, 
and let M’ be the makespan obtained by S’. We will show that M’LM. There are 
two cases for S’. 
Case 1. There is a machine mk, k z r, that was assigned a job 4 with j< r. In this 
case, we have M’ > ak f Pj 2 a, f pr = M. 
Case 2. All the jobs in (J,, . . . . f,} are assigned to machines (ml, .,. , m,._ I). 
In this case, there exists one machine from {ml, . . . , m,_ 1) that was assigned at 
least two jobs from (Jr, . . . , Jr>. Sincep,rp,.>#M*>a, for all icr, we have M’> 
ar+pr=M. U 
Example 2.2. Consider the m-machine scheduling problem with the following data: 
Uj=(i-1)/2m, i= 1,2 ,..., m, 
Pj = I- j/2m, j= 1,2 ,..., m-1, 
I Pj' YY j=m, m-?-l. 
Then it is easy to see that the following schedule provides an optimal solution with 
makespan h4 * = 1. 






a2 = 1/2m 
a,_, =(m-2)/2m 
a, =(m-l)/2m 
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However, LPT will schedule the jobs as follows: 
Machine Available time Jobs assigned 
1 al =O PI =l-l/2m;p,,+~=f 
2 a2 = 1/2m Pz = I-2/2m 
m-l a,_,=(m-2)/2m pm-l =I-(m-l)/Zm 
m a, = (m - I )/2m Pm =+ 
The makespan is given by (I- 1/2m)+ t = + - 1/2n? = (+ - 1/2~n)M”. Hence the 
bound shown in Theorem 2.1 is tight. 
3. The modified LPT (MLPT) algorithm 
In the previous section, we show that applying the LPT algorithm to our problem 
generates a makespan bounded by ($ - 1/2nz)M*, which is a tight bound. In this 
section we present a modified algorithm which provides makespan bounded by 
iM* for the general m-machines problem. 
Let m’ denote the number of machines with a, > 0. In the modified algorithm, we 
consider a, as the processing time of a job, call it Aj, and merge (Aj: ai>O) with 
(J,, a**, J,} into a job set, call this set S. Hence set S has n + m’ elements. We sort 
the elements of S in nonincreasing order of their processing times. Then we assign 
the jobs in S to machines by the LPT algorithm with some modification such that 
each machine can have at most one Aj. After we finish the schedule, we move all 
the A, jobs to the head of each machine followed by all the corresponding jobs in 
machine i. We designate this algorithm as MLPT, for modified longest processing 
time. 
MLPT Algorithm. 
Step 0. Sort all the jobs in S in nonincreasing order of processing time. Assume all 
machines are ready at time zero. 
Step 1. If the job is Jj for somej, then assign it to the smallest loaded machine. Let 
S=S- {Jj> and go to Step 4. Else if the job in the head of S is Aj for some i, then 
go to Step 2. 
Step 2. If the smallest loaded machine has not been assigned any job from 
(A,: ak>O), then assign job Aj to that machine, let. S=S- (A;) and go to Step 4. 
Otherwise, go to Step 3. 
Step 3. From all machines which have been assigned only jobs from {Ji, . . . ,J,,], 
select the machine which has the smallest job, call this smallest job .Js. Replace Jr 
by A; and place <f at the head of the unassigned job list. Hence S= S- (Ai) + (Jr>, 
Go to Step 1. 
Step 4. If S=0, go to Step 5. Else return to Step 1. 
Step 5. Move all Ai jobs to the head of their respective scheduled machines. 
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Remarks. (1) In Step 3, job Js is scheduled last, at the point at which it is re- 
moved. 
(2) In Step 3, after we put Jf back to S, ,i” is the largest job in S. Hence we put 
it at the head of S. 
(3) No jobs can be assigned more than twice because it must end up on a machine 
with an Ai job after the second assignment. 
(4) There are at most m jobs in (&, = . . , J,j that may be assigned twice. Each job 
in (A,, _.. , A,) searches at most twice for being assigned to a suitable machine. 
Since the total number of jobs is at most n + m, it can be shown that the complexity 
of the MLPT algorithm is O((n + m)log(n + m) + (n + m)m) which is slightly more 
complicated than that of LPT. 
Theorem 3.1. Let M be the makespan obtained by MLPT. Let M* denote the op- 
timal makespa~. Then MS fM*. 
Proof. Note that Step 5 of MLPT does not affect the makespan. Hence we will con- 
sider the situation just before Step 5. Namely, we have not moved all Ai to the 
head of each machine. Let the machine in which the makespan occurred be machine 
mj. Let the last job assigned to mj be job Y and let the processing time of job Y 
be p. Also let the starting time of processing job Y in mj be s. Namely, M=s-tp. 
Similar to that of equation (l), we have SC (mM*-p)/m. 
Suppose that pc+M*, then we have 
M=s+pI(mM*-p)/m+p 
= M*+(I -1fm)p 
<M*+(l--l/m)(+M*) 
= (4 - 1/3m)M* 
< +I@*. 
Now suppose that p>+N*. The following lemma will be used in the remaining 
of the proof. 
Lemma 3.2. Let 5’ be any subset of S such that the processing time of any job in 
S’ is greater than f&f*, but job Y is not in S’. Let M(S) be the “minimum” ioad 
of a machine when we apply MLPT to schedule jobs of S’ to m machi~es~ Then 
M(S) I +&4/z*. 
Proof. Suppose that M(S’)>$M*, then the load in each machine is greater than 
$M*. Since each job in S’ has processing time greater than +IW, hence each ma- 
chine either has one job with processing time greater than +M*, or has at least 
two jobs from S’. Thus we have at least k+ 2(m - k) jobs in set S’, where k is the 
number of jobs that are greater than +M*. 
Consider any schedule for S to m machines. Note that although job Y is not in 
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S’ it is in S with processing time p>fM*. Since we have at least k+2(m- k) jobs 
in set S’, where at least k jobs are greater than fM*, it can be checked that in this 
schedule, either (i) there is one machine that was assigned two jobs, one with pro- 
cessing time greater than +M* and another one with processing time greater than 
fM*, or (ii) there is one machine that was assigned at least three jobs each with 
processing time greater than fM *. In either case, we see that the makespan is 
greater than M”, a contradiction to the definition of M*. Hence we have proved 
the lemma. 0 
Now we will discuss two cases for the condition with p>fM*. 
Case 1. Job Y is assigned to machine mi on its first assignment. In this case, we 
will show that MrM* and hence M=M*. Note that the processing time of any job 
assigned before job Y is greater than iA4 *. Also before job Y was assigned ma- 
chine m, has minimum load. Hence Lemma 3.2 implies that s<fM*. Thus there 
is at most one job on machine mj before job Y was assigned. 
Suppose that there is no job on machine rn; before job Y was assigned, then it 
is obvious that M=plM*. Suppose that there is exactly one job on machine mi 
before job Y was assigned. Note that before job Y was assigned to machine mi, 
any machine must already either load one job with processing time not less than s, 
or load at least two jobs, each with processing time not less than p. Let j be the 
number of machines loaded with one job with processing time not less than s. Then 
we must have at least j + 2(m -j) jobs plus job Y in set S, where at least j jobs are 
not less than s and the remainder are not less than p. This fact implies that for 
“any” schedule, either (i) there is one machine loaded one job with processing time 
2s and another job with processing time zp, and hence the makespan is not less 
than s tp, or (ii) there is one machine loaded at least three jobs each with processing 
time not less than p, and hence the makespan is 2 3p > s +p. Thus, we conclude that 
M=s+p<M”. 
Case 2. Job Y is assigned to machine mi on its second assignment. In this case, 
job Y does not belong to {A,, . . . , A,} since it appears that the A, are never re- 
assigned. Hence job Y belongs to {J1, . . . . J,,}. 
Suppose that job Y was “initially assigned” to machine mk and the starting time 
of job Y in machine mk is t. (Note that it is possible that mk = nzir in such case, 
s= t+af for some job /If.) Note that before job Y was “initially assigned” to ma- 
chine mk, any job that has been assigned has processing time greater than +M*. 
Lemma 3.2 implies that ts+M*, and hence there is at most one job on machine 
mk before job Y was “initially assigned” to mk. Also following exactly the same 
proof as that of Case 1, we can show that t+plM*. 
Let the job that replaces the “initially assigned” job Y on machine mk be Af. 
Since job Y was reassigned on machine rn;, we see that s< t + af. Hence M= 
s +pl (t + af) +p. We discuss two subcases. 
Subcase (i): a,<fM*. Then M5t+<f+p=af+(t+p)5+M*. 
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Subcase (ii): a,>+M*. In this case, before job Y was reassigned on machine 
mj, any job that has been assigned has processing time >af>fM*. Lemma 3.2 
implies that tl$M*. Hence there is at most one job on machine !?ri before job Y 
was reassigned. Note that it is not possible for there to be no job on machine mi 
before job Y was reassigned to it, because if so Af would clearly have gone to RZi 
instead of displacing Y from its initial assignment. Thus there is exactly one job on 
machine mi before job Y was reassigned. In this case, we can show that p%fM* 
as follows. 
If all the S, jobs not assigned to a machine with some Ai are bigger than +M*, 
then none of these can be assigned to the machines with the Ai already assigned in 
an optimal schedule, since these Aj are >+A4 *. But they also cannot be assigned 
more than one to any machine in an optimal schedule. Then this contradicts iw* 
being optimal. 
Since p cr #M*, we have h’l=p+s~fM*. 0 
We believe that the actual makespan bound is somewhat smaller than $M*. 
However, we know that the tight bound of applying LPT to the ciassical. multi- 
processor scheduling probIem is (a - 1/3m)M* (Graham [8]). Hence the bound of 
applying MLPT to this generalized problem cannot be better than (4 - 1/3m)lW*. 
Examples do exist with bound greater than (4 - 1/3m)M* for some particular m. 
(Please see Example 3.3 below.) This gap provides an interesting open question. 
Exampfe 3.3. Consider the two-machines problem with the following data. 
ai = ++&, +=a--& , 
PI=+, Pz=f, P3’i, 
where E is a very small number. It is easy to see that the optimal solution is given 
by the following schedule with makespan M* = I+ E. 
Machine Available time Processing times 
of jobs assigned 
1 a, =++& PI=+ 
2 ff2=$-& p2=4; p3+$ 
Now let’s apply MLPT to this problem. MLPT will first treat at, a2 as processing 
times of jobs and sort the jobs in the sequence al, pl, p2, p3, a2. After assigning 
four jobs to the machines, we have scheduled the jobs in the following way. 
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Now the next job to be assigned is AZ. Since machine 1 already loaded job A,, in- 
stead of assigning A, to machine 1, we will assign it to machine 2 to replace the 
position of job J2. We then reassign job J2. In this example, we still assign it to 
machine 2. 
Step 5 of the algorithm then moves job A2 to be the first job on machine 2. 
Hence the final schedule is as follows: 
Machine Available time Processing times 







The makespan is M=(~-~)+++4=~-c>((i-l/3m)M* for m=2 and E suffi- 
ciently small. 
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